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Magnetisms in p-type monolayer GaX (X=S,Se) is investigated by performing density-functional calcula-
tions. Due to the large density of states near the valence band edge, these monolayer semiconductors are ferro-
magnetic within a small range of hole doping. The intrinsic Ga vacancies can promote local magnetic moment
while Se vacancies cannot. Magnetic coupling between vacancy-induced local moments is ferromagnetic and
surprisingly long-range. The results indicate that magnetization can be induced by hole doping and can be tuned
by controlled defect generation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The researches of two-dimensional (2D) materials have at-
tracted extensive interest recently. A varieties of 2D crystals
have been discovered which exhibit remarkable properties.
These include graphene1–4, a gapless semiconductor, single-
layer boron nitride5,6, a wide-gap insulator, and monolayer
transition metal dichalcogenides, a class of direct band-gap
semiconductor with excotic spin and pseudospin physics7–10.
Semiconducting 2D crystals are of interest as the next gen-
eration host materials for future electronic applications ex-
ploiting internal degrees of freedom of carriers such as spin
in addition to the charge11. An indispensible element of spin
based electronics is magnetism which can play the role of non-
volatile memory. Realizing robust magnetic semiconductor
has been a long term effort in the exploration of semicondutor-
based spintronics13. The conventional approach to introduce
magnetism in semiconductors is by doping transition metal
elements14–16. Recently, unexpected high-temperature ferro-
magnetism have been reported in d0 systems17–22, which do
not involve the partially occupied d or f orbitals. In car-
bon structures, first-principles calculations have also shown
that magnetism can be induced by nonmagnetic defects23–26.
While the origin of magnetism in these d0 systems is not well
understood, the large density of states at the band edge is con-
sidered to be the key for several materials22, which implies
a new possibility for searching spintronic materials. In 2D
crystals like BN, graphene and MoS2, first-principle calcula-
tions have also predicted that local magnetic moment can be
induced by nonmagnetic impurities or vacancies27–30.

GaSe and GaS are stable layered semiconductors, formed
by vertically stacked X-Ga-Ga-X sheets held together by van
der Waals interactions, as shown in Fig. 1(a). They have at-
tracted considerable interest because of their remarkable non-
linear optical properties31–33. Very recently, ultrathin GaS and
GaSe nanosheets have been synthesized and experimentally
studied34,35. Zolyomi et al. have performed first-principles
calculations of GaX monolayers and found a sombrero dis-
persion near the top of the valence band36, which gives rise
to a large density of states at the valence band edge (VBE).

Therefore, monolayer GaX can be a promising system to ex-
plore d0 ferromagnetism in the 2D limit.

In this manuscript, we investigate the magnetism in hole-
doped GaX monolayers using density functional theory calcu-
lations. We find that GaX monolayer becomes ferromagnetic
with a small range of hole doping. In this range, the polariza-
tion energies first increases then decreases to zero. Under Se-
rich condition, a Ga vacancy is more favorable, rendering the
GaSe intrinsic p type. A S vacancy can be spontaneously in-
troduced and makes GaS intrinsic n type. These are in agree-
ment with the experiment35. The intrinsic Ga vacancies can
promote the formation of local magnetic moments. We also
find that the magnetic coupling between these defects is fer-
romagnetic and surprisingly long-ranged.

II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURES AND HOLE-INDUCED
MAGNETISM OF MONOLAYER GASE AND GAS

A. Computation method

Our density functional theory (DFT) calculations employ
the projector augmented wave (PAW) method encoded in
Vienna ab initio simulation package(VASP)37–39, and the
generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange
correlation functional40 is used. Throughout this work, the
cutoff energy of 400 eV is taken for expanding the wave func-
tions into plane-wave basis. The calculated lattice constants
for monolayer GaSe and GaS are 3.817 and 3.627 Å, respec-
tively. A 12 × 12 × 1 Γ centered k-point grids are used to
sample the Brillouin zone for the primitive cell. In the hole
doping calculation, 27×27×1 k-point grids are adopted. For
the vacancy calculation, we adopt 4 × 4 supercell to simulate
the system with defects, which is large enough to avoid the in-
teraction between the defects. A set of 3×3×1 Γ centered k-
points is used for the defect calculation. A 15 Åvacuum layer
is used in our calculation to avoid interaction between slab.
The convergence for energy is chosen as 10−5 eV between
two steps and the maximum Hellmann-Feynman force acting
on each atom is less than 0.02 eV/Åupon ionic relaxation for
decfect calculation( 0.01 eV/Åfor primitive cell GaX).
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The formation energy of neutral vacancies in monolayer
GaSe or GaS, ∆Ef , is defined as,

∆Ef = Et(nVY ) − Et + nµY (1)

whereEt(nVY ) is the total energy of monolayer GaSe or GaS
with n Y (Y=Ga, Se, S) vacancies. Et is the energy of pristine
monolayer GaSe or GaS and µX refers to the chemical poten-
tial of detached X atom. µY is obviously environment depen-
dent. We consider two cases: Ga-rich and Se-rich or S-rich.
In Ga-rich environment, µGa is calculated from orthorhom-
bic Ga crystal and µSe/S = µGaSe/GaS − µGa, where µGaSe

(µGaS) is the chemical potential of a GaSe (GaS) unit in 2H-
GaSe (2H-GaS) crystal. In Se-rich or S-rich environment, µSe

(µS) is calculated from hexagonal Se (orthorhombic S) crystal
and µGa = µGaSe/GaS − µSe/S .

B. Electronic structures and hole-induced magnetism for
Monolayer GaSe and GaS

The band structures of monolayer GaSe and GaS with spin
orbit coupling are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig 3, respectively.
Both monolayer GaSe and GaS are semiconductors with in-
direct bandgaps, which are just slightly lower than the direct
bandgaps. The bandgaps of monolayer GaSe and GaS are 2.1
eV and 2.5 eV, repsectively. The bottom of the conduction
band is mainly attributed to Ga s orbital, hybridized with px
and py orbitals of X (X=Se, S). The top of the valence band is
primarily attributed to X pz orbitals, hybridized strongly with
Ga pz . Due this orbital character, the band near Γ point shows
rather flat dispersion, which induces a Van Hove singularity
near the valence band edge. The density of states (DOS) of
GaSe near VBE is twice of that of GaS, indicating that the
band of GaSe is flatter. The spin orbital coupling yields the
valence band splitting by 10 meV at the maximum point in
Γ-M direction for GaSe while this splitting for GaS is 4 meV.

In the band-picture model, spontaneous ferromagnetism ap-
pears when the relative exchange interaction is larger than
the loss in kinetic energy, that is, when it is satisfies the
”Stoner Criterion”: D(Ef )J > 1, where D(Ef ) is the DOS
at the Fermi energy Ef and J is the strength of the exchange
interaction22,41. As the DOS near VBE is rather large, we
can dope hole into the system to increase D(Ef ). We check
the stability of magnetization by calculating the polarization
energy Ep, which is defined as the difference between the
nonspin-polarized and spin-polarized states. From Fig.4, we
find that the ground state of the monolayer GaSe is ferromag-
netic when the hole concentration is in the range from 0.02
to 0.18 per unit cell. While, the monolayer GaS becomes
ferromagnetic in a wider range of hole concertration and the
maximum hole concentration is 0.28 per unit cell from Fig 4.
When the hole concentration is not in this range, D(Ef ) is
not large enough and the ”Stoner Criterion” is not satisfied,
thus the system is nonmagnetic. The critical hole concentra-
tion for GaSe (0.18 hole per cell) corresponds to 1.24×1014

cm−2. The low hole concentration in the system can be eas-
ily achieved by electric carrier doping, which has been used to

Ga

Se,S

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1: (Color online) Monolayer GaSe: (a) Side view, (b) Top view
with two Ga vacancies.

induce superconductivity in MoS2
42,43. The polarization ener-

gies in both cases first increase then decrease to zero with the
increasing hole doping. The magnetic moment shows a linear
relationship with hole concentration when the system is ferro-
magnetic. At optimal doping, polarization energies are 0.74
meV and 2.33 meV per cell for Ga2Se2 and Ga2S2, respec-
tively. The corresponding magnetic moments are 0.12 and
0.20 µB per cell.

III. THE VACANCY IN MONOLAYER GASE AND GAS

According to Ref. 35, the single-sheet GaS and GaSe show
typitcal n-type and p-type conductance, respectively. These
may be the consequence of intrinsic vacancies. The calcu-
lated formation energies of vacancies in both cases are shown
in Table I. In Se rich condition, the formation energy of a Ga
vacancy is slightly less than that of a Se vacancy. Thus, a Ga
vacancy is more favorable. This may explain the observed p-
type conductance in GaSe. However, a Se vacancy is more fa-
vorable under Ga-rich condition. In GaS, the formation ener-
gies of a S vacancy are always negative under both conditions,
indicating that S vacancies can be spontaneously introduced.
Therefore, GaS is expected to be an intrinsic n type, which
is in agreement with experiment. The formation energy of a
Ga vacancy in GaSe is less than that in GaS. In order to get
magnetization, we need to dope hole into above systems, thus
only Ga vacancies are discussed in the following.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIG. 2: (Color online) The electronic structure of monolayer GaSe with spin orbital coupling. (a) bandstructure of monolayer GaSe. (b) The
total DOS; (c) and (d) are the orbital projected density of states for Ga and Se.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIG. 3: (Color online) The electronic structure of monolayer GaS with spin orbital coupling. (a) bandstructure of monolayer GaS. (b) The
total DOS; (c) and (d) are the orbital projected density of states for Ga and S.

TABLE I: The formation energies of vacancies in monolayer GaSe
and GaS under Ga-rich and Se-rich or S-rich conditions. V2Ga

denotes the two bonded Ga vacancy.

GaSe GaS
Environment VGa V2Ga VSe VGa V2Ga VS

Ga rich 2.97 5.72 1.53 4.29 7.35 -3.03
Se or S rich 1.81 3.40 2.69 2.93 4.64 -0.32

A. one Ga vacancy

After relaxation, Se and S atoms surrounding the neutral Ga
vacancy move outward while the Ga under the vacancy moves

downward. Thus, the Se-Ga bond lengths in the top and the
bottom layer shrink from 2.50 Åto 2.41 Åand 2.37 Åin mono-
layer GaSe, respectively. In monolayer GaS, the bond lengths
of Ga-S in top and the bottom layer shrinks from 2.35 Åto 2.25
Åand 2.22 Å, respectively. Fig.5(a) shows the spin-resolved
density of states (DOS) of the 4×4 supercell containing one
Ga vacancy. A local moment of 1.0 µB is formed due to
the spin polarization in both cases. The magnetic moments
mainly locate at the three Se or S atoms surrounding the Ga
vacancy, shown in Fig.6.

The formation of the local moment by Ga vacancy can be
understood: The point group of monolayer GaX (X=Se, S)
with a Ga vacancy is C3v . A Ga vacancy leaves five unpaired
electrons on the X and Ga atoms surrounding the vacancy. Un-
der the influence of the crystal field, defect states associated
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The top panel and bottom panel show Mag-
netic moments and polarization energy of hole-doped monolayer
GaSe and GaS, repectively.

with Ga vacancy are split into two singlet a1, a2 and a dou-
blet e. The fully occupied a1 state lies below the fermi level
while a2 is empty. Due to spin polarization, the e state splits
into spin-up e↑↑ and spin-down e↓. Therefore, a Ga vacancy
should result in a net local moment of 1 µB . The polariza-
tion energies Ep are about 0.03 eV per defect site in GaSe and
GaS.

B. Two Ga vacancies

With the vacancy of two bonded Ga , the mirror symmetry
is restored in the system. The total magnetic moment, mainly
localized at the Se atoms surrounding the vacancy, is 3.95 µB

without relaxation. However, the magnetic moment vanishes
after relaxation due to the movement of Se atoms surround-
ing the Ga vacancy. The length of Ga-Se bonds in both layers
shrinks to 2.38 Å. The spin-resolved density of DOS of the
4×4 supercell containing two Ga vacancies shown in Fig.5(b).
A local moment of 1.0 µB is formed due to the spin polariza-
tion in both cases.

Two Ga vacancies leave eight unpaired electrons on the sur-
rounding Se atoms. Before relaxation, under the crystal field
defect states are split into four singlets a1, a′1, a2, a′2 and two
doublets e1, e2. a1 and a′1 are fully occupied while a2 and
a′2 are empty. The remaining four electrons occupied e↑↑1 and
e↑↑2 due to large spin splitting. Thus, a net moment of 4 µB is

a2e

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5: (Color online) Spin-resolved density of states of one and
two Ga vacancies in 4×4 supercell containing 64 atoms. The top
panel shows DOS for the case of one vacancy while the the bottom
panel shows DOS for the case of two vacancies after relaxation. The
positive and negative value of DOS denote the majority spin states
and the minority spin states, respectively.

FIG. 6: (Color online) Isosurface spin-density plot (ρ = ρ↑ − ρ↓)
for one Ga vacancy in GaSe/GaS monolayer system.

formed. However, the energy of the e2 states increases after
relaxation. The energy of e↑2 is higher than that e↓1. Therefore,
the e1 states are fully occupied, which results in a nonmag-
netic state after relaxation.

IV. THE EXCHANGE COUPLING BETWEEN VACANCIES

To investigate the magnetic coupling between these hole-
induced magnetic moments, we employ the 8 × 4 supercell
with two vacancies in each subsupercell of 4 × 4. Two sta-
ble magnetic configurations (ferromagnetic and antiferromag-
netic) can be obtained depending on the initial moments in
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TABLE II: The energy difference between the FM and AFM state
∆E=EAFM -EFM for four vacancy configurations. d is the distance
between the two vacancies.

System EM (meV) J (meV) TC (K)
GaSe 26.1 6.5 50
GaS 13.4 3.4 26

the calculation. The Heisenberg type of spin coupling is:
H = −

∑
<ij> JijSi · Sj . Considering nearest-neighbor in-

teractions, the magnetic energy of the FM state is: EFM =
−6JS2. For the case of AFM states, four nearest-neighbors
have spins parallel and two have spins antiparallel. Thus, the
magnetic energy is : EAFM = −2JS2. The energy difference
of AFM and FM states isEM = EAFM −EFM = 4JS2. Ta-
ble II shows the energy differenceEM and exchange coupling
parameter J for monolayer GaSe and GaS. In FM states, the
total magnetic moment is always 2 µB for both cases. From
Table II, we find that FM states has a lower energy than the
AFM states.

The observed FM state can be explained by kinetic ex-
change mechanism21. For the isolated Ga vacancy, the ma-
jority spin (e↑↑) is fully occupied, where the minority spin
(e↓) is partially occupied. Therefore, the parallel spin align-
ment allows for the virtual hopping between the two defects
states, which can lower the kinetic energy of the system. This
hoping, however, is not allowed if the spin alignment is an-
tiparallel.

We estimate the Curie temperature (Tc) based on the mean-
field theory and Heisenberg model using the equation,

kBTC =
2

3
J0, (2)

where J0 is the onsite exchange parameter reflecting the ex-

change field created by all the neighboring magnetic mo-
ments. The estimated TC for monolayer GaSe and GaS are
50 and 26 K, respectively. The exchange coupling between
local moment in GaSe is almost twice of that in GaS. It indi-
cates the impurity state in GaS is more localized than that in
GaSe.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we perform DFT calculations to investigate the
electronic structure of monolayer GaX. We find that mono-
layer GaSe(GaS) is a semiconductor with an indirect bandgap
of 2.1(2.5) eV and there is a Van Hove singularity near the
valence band edge. The monolayer GaX becomes ferromag-
netic with small hole doping, which may be achieved by elec-
tric carrier doping in experiment. Under Se-rich condition,
GaSe is intrinsic p type induced by Ga vacancies. For GaS, a
S vacancy can be spontaneously introduced, rendering GaS n
type. Ga vacancies can induce local moment around this de-
fect. The coupling between the states of two Ga vacancies is
ferromagnetic and extremely long-range.
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